Model

EKM4000R

EKM4000T

Colour

Watermelon red metallic

Tungsten metallic

Tools set

Flat beater,
dough hook, wire whisk

Flat beater,
dough hook, wire whisk

67-point planetary
mixing action

Yes

Yes

Full die-cast
aluminium body

Yes

Yes

Stainless steel bowls

4.8L with handle
& 2.9L

4.8L with handle
& 2.9L

Splash guard
with pouring chute

Yes

Yes

Wattage

1000W

1000W

Control

10 speeds with
blue LED

10 speeds with
blue LED

Unique working light

Yes

Yes

Additional Accessories - Sold separately

Meat grinder

Anyone would agree desserts, bread or minced meat are
completely different foods when made by hand at home
with carefully selected fresh ingredients. That of course,
takes a lot of kneading, grinding, stirring and whipping
not to mention multiple tools and appliances.
Inspired by Electrolux professional heritage in kitchen
appliances, food that seemed difficult or impossible
to make at home is now possible with the Electrolux
Assistent™ stand mixer.

Express slicer & grater

Pasta set

Share more of our thinking at
www.electrolux.com
electroluxaustralia
† Product Information:
The descriptors and illustrations in this publication
apply to the specific products and models
described as at the date of issue. Under our policy
of continuous product development, product
specifications may change without notice.
Part number: ASSIST_DL

* Warranty is subject to the
conditions set out in the warranty
card accompanying the product

1000W
ALL THE VERSATILITY YOU NEED
IN ONE APPLIANCE
Imagine the possibilities…from cakes, meringues,
mousses, to pizza dough, sausages or even your very
own minced burgers! The Electrolux Assistent™ stand
mixer has been designed to offer all the versatility you
need to inspire you in the kitchen. Its flat beater, dough
hook and wire whisk allow you to create numerous
recipes, and the additional attachments such as the
meat grinder*, express slicer & grater* and pasta set*
allow you to further expand your recipe creations.

Blue
illuminated
knob

2nd hub to connect optional
accessories* (meat grinder,
vegetable slicer and
shredder, pasta kit)

10 Speeds

Powerful 1000W motor

White LED
working light

67-point planetary
mixing action

DETAILS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Thinking on how to offer you a better cooking
experience we have incorporated an LED light
underneath the tilting head, this way the bowl is
illuminated and you can easily and clearly
see all ingredients.

4.8L stainless
steel bowl

PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN
The Electrolux Assistent™ features a powerful
motor and planetary mixing action. The beater,
wire whisk or dough hook rotates around the bowl
so that no ingredients are missed, giving you
optimum mixing results. The machine also comes
with a convenient additional 2.9L stainless steel
bowl and it has been beautifully designed to be
displayed on your kitchen bench.

Full aluminium
die-cast body
- steady and sturdy

splash guard with
pouring chute

Additional small
2.9L stainless
steel bowl

Tool set

Wire whisk
* Additional accessories are sold separately.

* Additional accessories are sold separately.

Beater

Dough hook

